
Premium Range
5 year* warranty (Starkey is 2 years)
Widex, GN ReSound, Bernafon, Starkey

£3,800
Ultra 
Advanced

£3,500 Advanced

£3,300 Basic

£3,100 Entry Level

Essential Range
2 year warranty
Unitron

Ultra 
Advanced

£2,990 Upgrades (per pair)

Advanced £2,790 £195
Rechargeable technology, 
including standard charging 
unit

Basic £2,590 £250 Edge Mode (Starkey only)

Entry Level £2,390
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This version of the price list is sorted by price (high to low) for your 
convenience.   The Essential Range is provided to make advanced 
features affordable to the maximum number of people who need 

them.  All hearing aid prices include first-class aftercare and service for 
the life of the hearing aids.  This service is the same no matter which 

range you choose.  

The Essential Range has 
a full range of 

technology levels to suit 
all lifestyles.  The brand 

is respected and can 
outperform NHS aids, 
but is not based on the 

latest research / 
advancements.

Premium hearing aids are 
made by top 

manufacturers, use  cutting-
edge technology and have 

the best build quality.  
Some have best-in-class 

versions of certain 
features.

Hearing Aid Price List 

Hearing and Tinnitus Care will help you choose the perfect 
hearing aids for your lifestyle, needs and budget.  Your 

hearing test results and all recommendations will be fully 
explained during your hearing assessment.



Hearing and Tinnitus Care - Price List

Technology Level
Pair of Battery 

Operated Hearing 
Aids

Single Battery 
Operated 

Hearing Aid

Pair of Battery 
Operated 

Hearing Aids

Single Battery 
Operated 

Hearing Aid
Suitable For Key Features*

Ultra Advanced - Level 4 3,800 2,640 2,990 2,105

Group conversations in challenging 
environments, speech in echo, speech in 
wind.  Socialising in moderate-loud 
background noise. Open plan office/home.  
Meetings and classes with multiple speakers.

360 degree speech focus/tracking, enhanced speech 
in noise functionality, echo cancellation, wind noise 
reduction, high frequency boost.

Advanced - Level 3 3,500 2,440 2,790 1,975
In addition to below, one to one 
conversations in noisier places such as cafés.  

Front facing speech focus in background noise.  Noise 
reduction and comfort, speech enhancement relative 
to background hubbub, sound location.

Basic - Level 2 3,300 2,310 2,590 1,840
In addition to the below - Group 
conversations in quiet environments

Separation/distinction of different voices, impulse 
noise comfort.

Entry - Level 1 3,100 2,175 2,390 1,710
One to one conversations in a quiet place, 
environmental sounds, radio, most TV.  

Frequency lowering for speech clarity, tailored 
amplification, mobile phone connection possible.  
Landline phone enhancement if speakerphone or T 
Coil used.

Upgrades Pair Single

Rechargeable 195 150

Edge Mode (Starkey only) 250 180

* Specific features may be restricted if you choose an 
'invisible' style

Premium Range Essential Range

Price quoted includes aids, audiological 
services for the reasonable life of the aids and 
warranty (variable).  It also includes any style 
of aid (e.g. custom made).



Accessories and Maintenance
Wireless accessories to enhance hearing in particular applications

Price inc VAT Features*

Widex Home Phone 225.00 Answerphone, caller display, easy to use

Streamer From 195 Clear and crisp bluetooth connection 

Remote Microphone From 195
Reduction in background noise, hear more clearly at 
presentations or in the car.

Widex TV Play 295.00 Direct connection to most TVs

Lux Dry Box 159.00 Fast 45 min cycle

Earol Spray 7.50

Drying Tub & capsules 12.90
Maintains hearing aids and prevents damage caused 
by moisture and wax.

Replacement Capsules 8.00

Wax guards/filters From 5.90 Price varies by manufacturer

Domes/eartips From 12.90
Genuine manufacturers' product.  Price varies by 
manufacturer

Earmould - per mould From 50
Fresh earmoulds when discoloration or damage has 
occurred

Batteries - pack of 60 batteries 19.00 Long life compared to cheaper brands

Repair Charge 145.00 Price may vary dependent on manufacturer
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Pack of 4 replacement drying capsules, for use with drying tub above

Standard sterile olive oil spray for removing and softening ear wax

Drying tub for all type of hearing aids, with pack of 4 drying capsules.

Beautifully presented box which gently dries aids using heat, and disinfects them by bathing in 360-
degree UVC light.  

Repair charge per aid outside of warranty if return to manufacturer is required

Replacement domes for RIC hearing aids

Rayovac or Widex brand batteries.  Size 312, 13, 10 or 675 

Replacement earmould for BTE hearing aids

Description

Replaces your cordless landline and connects directly to Widex branded hearing aids - no pairing 
required
Connects MP3 player, computer (e.g. Skype calls) or mobile phone to hearing aids to allow 
streaming of audio/phone calls
A microphone worn by the person speaking/presenting which transmits their amplified voice to 
both hearing aids.

Replacement wax filters for RIC or ITE hearing aids.  Brand dependent on your particular aid

A device which sends the TV sound direct to Widex hearing aids, while allowing others to hear it 
normally


